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(Missing Something?)

We Help Non-FHA Approved Brokers.
The reverse mortgage industry is growing at an incredible pace. If you’re not doing 
business in this niche market or you’re turning away reverse mortgage loans, YOU 
ARE LOSING MONEY.

Even if you’re not an FHA-approved broker, we can help. We’re Reverse it! Arguably 
the largest and certainly the most respected wholesale lender for reverse mort-
gages in the country. We have all the tools you need to grow your business in this 
rapidly growing product line. We offer free software and polished, professional, 
turn-key marketing materials to help you close reverse mortgage loans faster and 

Visit us at new2reverse.com, and learn how hundreds of licensed real estate bro-
kers from coast to coast are growing their business with Reverse it!

www.new2reverse.com
Reverse it! is a subsidiary of Urban Financial Group, Inc.–A Knight Capital Group, Inc. Company
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LIkE REvERSE MORTGAGES, ReveRse MoRtgage

Magazine continues to evolve. In this, our first  issue
of 2012, you will find new features, new columns and,
as you probably realize by now, a whole new look.
The look, which we hope is cleaner, more contem-

porary and more integrated from page to page, has
been designed for us by Lisa Toji-Blank. Lisa has been
designing our conference ads and many other materi-
als and documents for years, we’re great admirers of
her good taste and so, when we decided it was time to
go for a new look, we turned right to her.  
This page, on which we’ll set the table for you for

each issue, is a new feature. And we have expanded
our monthly interview into a new section that will be
provided by staff member Darryl Hicks and called
Talking Heads. As part of our ongoing effort to do a
more thorough job reporting on your companies,
Talking Heads will focus each month on the leaders of
member companies, their visions of the industry and
its future, and their plans for their organization.  We
kick it off this month with an interview with Darren
Stumberger on his recent move to Knight Capital and
his work with Urban Financial.
You’ll find some of our ongoing columns here—

Shannon Hicks’ Innovations that focuses on creativity
within your companies; my NestEgg that looks at 
reverse mortgages as part of a larger retirement 
saving approach; and President Peter Bell’s Balanced
Viewpoint, his forum to ponder out loud whatever he
thinks is the most urgent industry matter at the mo-
ment. And this month, we’re also delighted to welcome
Atare Agbamu, who has had a unique voice in the in-
dustry for years, as a regular columnist. On his page,
Reverse Matters, we’ve invited him to discuss ethics and
standards, though with Atare’s furtive and often 
surprising mind, who knows where that might lead.
In our cover story this month, Larry Rasky, the

CEO of Rasky Baerlein Strategic Communications,
takes you Inside the NRMLA War Room and shares our
response strategy to the negative press and our effort
to let all reporters and editors know we are watching
them closely. Accompanying Larry’s piece is a handful
of responses we have written to publications in the
past year or so, which we thought it would be inform-
ative to share with the members. We would also like
to give a shout out to David Tamasi and Noah Theran
from RBSC’s Washington office, whom I hope many
of you have met at meetings and whom work closely
with us on public affairs on a daily basis.
One of the more popular and enlightening sessions

at last year’s Annual Meeting in Boston, was the pres-
entation by Jeff Birdsell of Mortgage Cadence, in
which he compared the actual costs of various reverse
mortgage products with other mortgages and home
equity-based funding products. We all hear far too
often that reverse mortgages are too expensive and our
first response is, compared to what?  In this apples-to-
apples research study called A Common Misperception
Corrected: Calculating the Comparative Costs of Reverse
Mortgages, Birdsell shows that reverse mortgage costs
are in-line with other types of mortgages and thus 
provides us some facts to refute the flack.
There is a lot of enjoyable reading and useful in-

formation here so sit down at your desk or by the fire
at home, digest it all and share your thoughts with us.
And while you’re at it, stop by our completely redesigned
and rewritten consumer website, reversemortgage.org,
which is a comprehensive guide to reverse mortgages,
the home of the elements that are a part of our Borrow
with Confidence campaign as well as a link to all
lender members.

Happy New Year.
Marty Bell, Editor 

In Reverse
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For business and professional use only. Not for consumer distribution
All loans are subject to property approval. Certain conditions and fees apply. Mortgage financing  
provided by MetLife Home Loans, a division of MetLife Bank, N.A., Equal Housing Lender.  
© 2011 METLIFE, INC. R0211158892[exp0212][All States][DC]  © 2011 PNTS

It’s what we  
achieve together  
that sets us  
apart.

We’re committed to helping you build your reverse mortgage business.  
At MetLife Home Loans, we provide third-party originators like you with industry-leading practices, products, 

and pricing. You’ll also have the support of knowledgeable professionals behind you every step of the way.  

We’re a division of MetLife Bank, a MetLife company—and MetLife has been a trusted name for more than  

140 years. So you can count on us to help you succeed. After all, that’s what working together is all about.

Start building a successful reverse mortgage business by calling us today at 1-866-359-3817.

MetLife Home Loans
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HOW RIDIcULOUS HAS cONGRESSIONAL POLITIcS

gotten! How much more absurd can it become? As I
sat down to write this column a few weeks ago, news
had just broken that Senator Bob Corker (TN) was
about to stop a vote to confirm Carol Galante as 
Assistant Secretary for Housing/Federal Housing
Commissioner. Sen. Corker wants to place a hold on
the vote for confirmation until a plan is in place to
dismantle the GSEs, hardly an overnight undertaking.
Here we are, trying to find our way out of a hous-

ing crisis, and Sen. Corker wants to keep the Federal
Housing Administration, a critical contributor to
working our way out of this crisis, from having a
leader properly in place because of a philosophical
commitment to unwinding the GSEs – even though
most know this might take years to unfold. 
Galante, a talented executive, recruited from outside

government, with a proven track record as a top-notch
manager and strategist, both in her prior jobs in
affordable housing management and development, and
her past few years as a Deputy Assistant Secretary at
HUD, is being denied the opportunity to be confirmed
because of a highly rhetorical argument, political
grandstanding that serves no one’s interest in the end.
This leads me to wonder, when we step into the

voting booth, do we really know who it is that we are
voting for? Do we really know the priorities of the 
individuals we elect to represent our locales in Wash-
ington? Are we familiar with our candidate’s voting
record on matters of importance to our industry? Do
we know if he or she has consistently supported FHA?
Adequate funding for HUD? Housing counseling? 
Do your elected representatives have a history of being

engaged on housing matters? Or
do they merely give it some atten-
tion when you attend a political
event on their behalf?
I am often confused by folks in

our business who vote for candi-
dates who have never demonstrated
support for our interests or, worse,
have demonstrated their opposition. I see many indi-
viduals who own or are employed by companies that
rely upon FHA, vote for candidates who are philo-
sophically opposed to government programs, including
FHA, or who think the entire housing finance system
should exist without any government involvement
whatsoever, without making the connection between
those candidates positions and their livelihood.
In recent weeks we have learned that we will soon

be losing one of the most knowledgeable proponents
of housing programs, including HECM, in Congress.
The retirement of Representative Barney Frank creates
a void that will be hard to fill. Barney has developed a
keen understanding of the role of government in 
making things, like the HECM program, happen. He
has taken the time to learn our issues in a way that few
other members of Congress have ever done. His intel-
lectual commitment to understanding the topics
under his jurisdiction will be missed. (Although I’ve
got to admit, I do look forward to hearing his political
commentary and quips once he is out of office and
fully “unleashed.”)
In any case, the point I want to make in this

month’s column is that our industry needs to band to-

Balanced
Viewpoint

By Peter Bell, President of NRMLA

Before you Pull the Lever

Peter Bell

Balanced Viewpoint continued on page 10



Insights from a Mortgage Trader
Darren Stumberger, Knight Capital Group

DARREN STUMBERGER IS A LEADING ExPERT ON

securitizing reverse mortgages. He has worked in New
York City as a mortgage trader for some of the nation’s
leading investment banking firms, including Gold-
man Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Bank of America Merrill
Lynch, Standard & Poor’s and KBC Group NV.
Stumberger’s involvement with reverse mortgages dates
back to 2006 when he was instrumental in assisting
Ginnie Mae in developing the HMBS program.  
In October 2011, he accepted a managing director

position at Knight Capital Group, which earlier in the
year acquired Urban Financial Group and Guardian
First Funding Group. Through these two acquisitions,
Knight became the first broker/dealer on Wall Street
to have its own production platform through which it
can build a pipeline through wholesale and retail chan-
nels and then package the loans into HMBS for sale.  
We recently sat down with Stumberger to learn

about the investor side of the business and to get his
opinions on where the market is headed. 

Reverse Mortgage: What exactly does a mortgage
trader do?

Stumberger: It’s my responsibility to provide bids
and offers on Agency MBS (mortgage-backed securi-
ties) – which includes HECMs and on the “forward”
mortgage side anything that’s Fannie, Freddie and
Ginnie Mae paper – and to manage mortgage spread
risk and interest rate exposure to the firm. Addition-
ally, I work closely with the sales force that helps dis-

tribute newly created HMBS. In
connection with Urban, we set rate
sheet pricing for brokers and corre-
spondents and hedge (minimize)
interest rate exposure for new orig-
inations. Daily Agency flows con-
sist of several hundred million to
north of a billion of Agency MBS
(excluding pass throughs). Aside
from trading Urban production, we also bid the
Metlife, Genworth, Generation and other HMBS is-
suer auctions.  On the forward side, we fund origina-
tors for conventional and FHA product as well as
Prime Jumbo.  

Reverse Mortgage: Out of curiosity, why do you
bid on your competitor’s bonds? Do you hold these
bonds as investments, or resell them to other investors? 

Stumberger: Bidding on new issue and secondary
HMBS/H-REMICs is a core activity within the bro-
ker/dealer. The bonds will be resold at some point, a
lot of it depends on my thoughts on current demand
and the direction of rates/spreads. If we are successful
at winning bonds in a competitive auction, they will
be resold....it’s just a matter of when. If spreads
tighten, I may hold on to them for a while (or until I
have a lot of customer interest.)
I may end up flipping the bonds to a customer. It’s

balancing customer demand as well as thoughts on
where spreads are going. 

Talking Heads continued on page 7

Talking 
Heads
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Darren Stumberger



Reverse Mortgage: Are you seeing any residual im-
pact from Wells Fargo’s and Bank of America’s exits
from the reverse mortgage business? 

Stumberger: Each bank had its reasons for exiting
the business, which investors generally understood. I
think volume for this year will be down a bit, however
we are talking about a sector that still has a pretty steep
demographic trajectory (10,000 people turn 62 every
day). So yes, it’s unfortunate that the two biggest players
left, but I think over time the small-to mid-size com-
panies can thrive and grow their platforms. The value
placed on the HECM product by seniors hasn’t changed
and given where we are in the current economic cycle,
the product becoming more mainstream, and there
being 78 million Baby Boomers, you can make the
case that this market will continue to grow whether or
not Wells Fargo and Bank of America is in the space.

Reverse Mortgage:When a Ginnie Mae issuer sells
an HMBS security to an investor, that investor some-
times later resells some or all of the security to other
investors, and this is what is known commonly as the
secondary market. If Ginnie Mae issuers are issuing $750
million to $1 billion of HMBS securities each month,
what is the approximate dollar volume that is being
sold in the secondary markets after the initial issuance?  

Stumberger: Much of the issuance to date, and I
think the industry overall is touching on $30 billion
in HMBS sold thus far, has been buy and hold. There
hasn’t been much in the way of secondary activity. 
Domestic banks, money managers that oversee GNMA/
stable-value funds, and insurance companies have been
largest buyers of HMBS.  

Reverse Mortgage: When you say that the reverse
mortgage business would benefit from more secondary
market activity, what do you mean? How would the
buying and re-selling of HMBS benefit lenders?

Stumberger: It would help improve the market’s per-
ception of liquidity.  HMBS trades cheaply relative to
other government mortgage assets because of the mar-
ket size and perceived lack of liquidity.  

Reverse Mortgage: In what ways does the secondary
market impact the loan origination process and vice versa?

Stumberger: It’s very complimentary. The secondary
pricing and where HMBS is trading dictates corre-
spondent and wholesale pricing. Even with the 
departures of Wells Fargo and Bank of America it’s still
a fairly competitive origination market among existing
originators/issuers. On a daily basis, where rates and
spreads are in the market and where HMBS is trading
is going to directly influence that day’s rate sheet for
brokers and correspondents. In other words, as prices
paid for HMBS increases, typically compensation paid
to brokers and correspondents increases. 
In terms of the loan origination process, investors

are very tuned in to origination practices. This is a sec-
tor that’s very different than anything else on the for-
ward mortgage side. The coupons that get originated,
the quality control procedures and underwriting, the
retail marketing and how brokers are marketing reverse
mortgages to seniors, is all very important to investors.
There is an element of sensitivity given that this is a
protected class. 

Reverse Mortgage: Has the pool of investors
changed much since 2007 when Ginnie Mae intro-
duced the HMBS program, or is it still basically the
same investors?  

Stumberger: The types of investors have not
changed, but individual firms/funds have. If you look
at investor types it is still dominated by domestic
banks, money managers (small to very large) and pen-
sion funds. Hedge funds and REITS (Real Estate 
Investment Trusts) are the two newest entrants into
the market. There’s a pretty long list of accounts that
have been involved, but it has rotated.

Reverse Mortgage: Are fixed rate HMBS investors
different from adjustable rate HMBS investors?

Stumberger:Not always. It’s been the case on several
occasions that some investors have just wanted par
floaters or premium floaters, while other types of in-
vestors just wanted fixed rate. I’d say most of the time

Talking Heads continued from page 6

Talking
Heads
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Talking Heads continued on page 8
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you can see both. For example, banks have bought
both. Money managers have bought both. 

Reverse Mortgage: Has the recent downgrade by
Moody’s of $5 billion in HECM bonds had any im-
pact on the market?

Stumberger: It hasn’t. With the HMBS, you have
the full faith and credit guarantee by the U.S. govern-
ment to protect investors against principal or interest
loss. When an issuer securitizes HMBS, the issuer
holds a cash reserve against potential loan losses. Dur-
ing the life of a HECM, particularly towards the tail
end of servicing, there are circumstances when the
GNMA issuer may be required to come out of pocket
to cover shortfalls. Essentially, Moody’s came to the same
conclusion recently and downgraded the securities.  

Reverse Mortgage: Are there any current notable
trends in the investor market that we should mention
in this article?

Stumberger:The market has done very well during
the past 4-6 weeks. (Note: End of 2011.) HMBS 
is showing considerable strength, which I don’t 
think was expected given year-end balance sheet pres-
sures, bad liquidity and what’s going on in Europe.
We are still seeing between $800 million and $1 bil-
lion in monthly issuances and that production is 
getting digested.  

Reverse Mortgage: What might the impact of 
financial assessment be on the HMBS market?

Stumberger: I think it’s a great thing to be able to
underwrite these loans better and more robustly. I
think it will have an impact on volume but that’s ok.
Creating a program that’s long-term healthy and sus-
tainable is the main objective.  There’s no question the
default problem has gotten worse over the past few
years and being able to underwrite will mitigate this
risk going forward.  

Talking Heads continued from page 7

Consumer Credit Counseling Service of Delaware Valley 
has changed its name to Clarifi.

SPECIAL PRICING
Jan. 1 – March 31, 2012   $89 session / regularly $125

Providing Reverse Mortgage Counseling since 2001

RM
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Innovations

Original intent
Aging in place. It’s the noble and original intent of

the federally-insured reverse mortgage. A safety net for
those who found themselves house rich but cash poor.
The reality is our nation’s economy and the public’s
notions of retirement have changed dramatically since
the Home Equity Conversion Mortgage’s (HECM)
beginnings in 1989. Today, Americans over 62 are fac-
ing the specter of runaway healthcare costs, falling home
values and the near extinction of company pensions,
all of which threaten long term retirement security.
Over the last two decades individuals began saving in
privately-funded IRA’s and 401(k) plans and increas-
ingly relied on the use of their home equity to meet
cash flow needs. With investment accounts losing sub-
stantial value and homes depreciating the question
must be asked: can prospective reverse mortgage bor-
rowers in fact afford to age in place or fund their
longevity? This question is now being addressed with
recent changes to mandatory reverse mortgage HUD
counseling and the introduction of two new tools.

Peripheral vision
Since the introduction of HECM counseling, the

focus was relatively narrow: product knowledge and the
assurance the borrower was fully informed about how
their reverse mortgage would function in coming years.
However, with rising health care costs, longer life ex-
pectancies and a deluge of younger borrowers, new issues
required a broader view and approach to counseling.

In 2004, The National Council on Aging (NCOA)
began expanding their counseling to include an 
evaluation of a potential borrower’s current financial
situation and health. “When we first began reverse
mortgage counseling we didn’t formally call them the
FIT (Financial Interview Tool) or BCU (Benefits
Check-Up),” said Dr. Barbara Stucki, Vice President
of Home Equity Initiatives at the NCOA.

The NCOA began incorporating this wider dis-
cussion and then last year HUD adopted them as a
part of the counseling protocol. The Financial Inter-
view Tool looks at current financial and health risks
that could jeopardize a borrower’s ability to meet the
ongoing obligations of the reverse mortgage. The Ben-
efits Check-Up often uncovers public benefits and
programs that can help meet current needs. “We are

New Counseling Tools 
Catch on By Shannon Hicks

Innovations continued on page 10



looking at the life of the borrower, not just the life of
the loan,” Dr. Stucki explains. The NCOA worked to
encourage social service agencies to offer reverse mort-
gage counseling when they began HECM counseling
themselves. This involvement began to shape a new
perspective as social agencies tend to focus more on
aging  than on housing alone.

Life of the borrower
The FIT provides a wider view of potential risks

to borrowers who might not have the means to age in
place, even with a reverse mortgage. “It raises ques-
tions of an owner’s long term ability to stay in the
home based on current health and accessibility,” said
Sue Hunt, Director of Reverse Mortgage Counseling
at Credibility. Credibility began providing counseling
for consumers in financial distress in 1964 and will
have completed over 10,000 HECM counseling ses-
sions in 2011 alone. When it comes to the Financial
Interview Tool and the Benefits Check-Up “we are 
really excited about using these tools to help clients
stay in the home,” said Sue Hunt.  
Though the profile of the potential borrower may

be altering with the advent of the HECM Saver, a sub-
stantial portion of those receiving reverse mortgage
counseling remain at risk. According to the NCOA,
forty-five percent of potential borrower’s incomes fall
at 200% or less of the federal poverty level, which trig-
gers the requirement for using Benefits Check-Up.  
“The BCU zeros in on available public benefits and

programs. Some are easy to get and others more diffi-
cult,” said Hunt. Initial reports are that 88% of those
who participate in the Benefits Check-Up qualify for
benefits. A marginal borrower already struggling to
make ends meet may qualify for property tax deferral,
health services or even food stamps. According to
Hunt, the process of the BCU encourages the borrower
to explore participating in programs that they other-
wise may have overlooked. These additional benefits
can free up money to meet continuing obligations and
prevent tax and insurance defaults or other problems.
Some industry professionals have questioned if the

new FIT and BCU protocols discourage potential

borrowers. But we all should be asking another ques-
tion: Will these protocols help prevent loan issues, tax
and insurance defaults and borrower risks in the future?
If the answer is yes, then it behooves us all to embrace
the long term benefits of risk assessment, education
and prevention that have become an integral part of
reverse mortgage counseling today.

Innovations continued from page 9

Innovations
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Balanced viewpoint (cont.)
from page 5

gether to cultivate new leaderships on our issues in
Congress. We must understand where every candidate
stands, incumbents and challengers alike, scour their
voting records, ask for their commitment and decide
if they are worthy of our support. We must also make
their support (or lack thereof ) known around our
communities, so voters who care about such matters
can make informed decisions. We must elect those
who are supportive on our specific issues and work to
defeat those who oppose our interests or those who
just stand on the sidelines.
It’s easy for candidates to focus on broader philo-

sophical issues or sound bites about the economy. They
are inclined to talk on a highly general level about
broad-based issues – tax simplification, the budget, 
Social Security, family values and shrinking the federal
bureaucracy. We shouldn’t let our candidates get away
with just stock sound bites taken from the talking points
distributed by the party leadership. We need to engage
them on matters more directly related to what we do.
Get in front of them and ask them directly. What is your
position on FHA? How do you feel about government
guarantees on mortgage loans? GNMA securities? 
Think about their answers. Examine their back-

grounds and their voting records. We must make 
informed choices and get the proper representatives
elected to Congress to sustain our ability to do what
we do. 
Think about this through the campaign season

ahead. Pull that lever only for candidates whom you
truly believe care about our issues and avoid voting
for those who don’t. RM
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Common Misperception
Corrected
Calculating the Comparative Cost of a Reverse Mortgage

By Jeffrey M. Birdsell, CMB, Mortgage Cadence

Tired of hearing reporters and consumer advocates call
Reverse Mortgages expensive without providing any
backup? Here are the facts.

SINcE IT WAS FIRST cREATED IN THE LATE 1980s,

the reverse mortgage, like any good new product, has
evolved.   NRMLA members and staff have worked
side by side with HUD and the regulators during this
time to make sure the product balances benefits and
costs to the borrower, while providing a sound invest-
ment insurance pool for HUD.  As a result, Reverse
Mortgages are arguably one of the most regulated and
controlled financial products available today. 
Yet, despite this progressive evolution, one thing

our industry is faced with repeatedly is the perception
of having an expensive product.
When someone characterizes Reverse Mortgage

products as expensive, they never seem to specify,
“Compared to what?”  
You can only compare apples to apples—or, in this

case, mortgage products to other mortgage products.
So let’s examine a couple of Traditional Fixed Mort-
gages up against an HECM Fixed Standard and Saver,
and look at all the possible costs for each. We will also
put the Traditional Mortgage through the Reverse
Mortgage Total Annual Loan Cost (TALC) ringer and
see how it comes out.  
The purpose of this exercise is not to establish

Common Misperception continued on page 12
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whether a Reverse Mortgage is better or worse than a
Traditional Mortgage. (We are not even going to con-
sider issues such as income requirements and credit 
issues if you have trouble making monthly payments.)
Our task here is to see how the costs, rates, expenses
and benefits of a Reverse Mortgage stack up against
Traditional Mortgages.  

Upfront costs
As upfront costs tend to get the most press and are

the simplest to compare, we’ll start there.  For this
comparison we will use a  FHA Traditional Mortgage,
an HECM Fixed Standard and an HECM Fixed
Saver.  The typical closing costs – appraisal fee, credit
report, title, etc. – are roughly the same for any given
home value and loan amount so those fees will be the
same for all three products.

The differences are in the origination fees and the
mortgage insurance costs. The HECM Saver was 
designed specifically to reduce the upfront costs. And
with its 0.1% upfront insurance
premium, it is the least expensive
of the three products.

Interest rates and costs
As far as interest rates go, you’ll

find that the FHA Traditional
Mortgage has rate options avail-
able that are slightly  less than the
HECM rates on the market today.
For any of the products you can
find rates both higher and lower,
but this represents what we found

as available in today’s market.
At first glance, based on the rates above, you can

see why people might conclude that Reverse Mort-
gages are a bit more expensive. But let’s look at interest
cost over time.  
Let’s assume a borrower that is 72 years old with a

home with an initial value of $250,000 who takes 
either a Traditional Fixed rate mortgage or takes a
fixed rate HECM with which he/she  fully draws the
initial loan balance. While  Home Price Appreciation
(HPA) has little to no effect on a Traditional Mortgage
it plays a key role in the overall cost of a Reverse Mort-
gage. HPA can vary a lot from one market to the next,
or even one neighborhood to the next, so for this
analysis  we use an average annual HPA of 1.5%.  
In this graph the home value is represented by the

dotted green line and is the same for both products.
The solid blue and solid red lines represent the total
accumulated costs and the dotted blue and red lines
represent the loan balances.  

Common Misperception continued from page 11

HEcM Fixed

FHA Fixed Saver         HEcM Fixed

Initial MIP 1.000% 0.010% 2.000%

Annual MIP 1.100% 1.250% 1.250%
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Let’s first take a look at the accumulated cost dif-
ferences.  
When comparing accumulated costs you need to

examine the relationship between how much you are
borrowing and the interest cost associated with bor-
rowing that much money. When you make monthly
payments on a Traditional Mortgage, you are not only
paying interest, you are also actually paying back some
of the original money you borrowed when you took
the loan out.  With a Reverse Mortgage you are mak-
ing no monthly payments.
In this example, with either loan, your initial loan

amount was $169,250.  After 15 years of payments
with the Traditional Mortgage, you are then actually
only borrowing (and thus paying interest on)
$109,560. Fifteen years into the Reverse Mortgage, if
you have taken a full draw, you are still paying 
interest on the entire $169,250 you borrowed at 
the beginning of the loan.  Though the interest rate
remains fixed,  with the FHA Fixed loan your interest
costs will go down over time because the loan balance
goes down. And on a fixed rate Reverse Mortgage your
interest costs will go up over time because the loan
balance increases. So it appears that over the 15 years,
the Traditional Fixed is much less expensive.

The Benefits of not making 
monthly payments
But there are offsetting benefits to not making

monthly payments:
The first of these benefits is the

effect the non-recourse nature of
Reverse Mortgage products can have
on the Annual Percentage Rate
(APR) or TALC rate. With a Re-
verse Mortgage you never owe more
than your house is worth less any
closing costs required to sell the
house. In this example we use 93% of home value, the
same as used in a TALC disclosure, as the maximum
you would ever owe. Once the loan balance reaches
93%, the only additional costs to you is the apprecia-
tion of the home value.  In this scenario, we have used

an annual appreciation rate of 1.5%. Until this point,
interest and mortgage premium were costing you
about 5.75 %. Because of this cap in costs, your aver-
age or effective APR will decline while that of a 
Traditional Mortgage would remain the same.   
This non-recourse benefit is tied to the home value

appreciation. If the home appreciates at more than the
1.5% as used in this example, the APR at the end of
the loan will be higher. Conversely, if the home ap-
preciates at a lower rate than the 1.5%, the APR at the
end of the loan will be lower. But the APR on a FHA
Fixed, or Traditional Mortgage, will remain the same
under all circumstances.

This chart compares the TALC/APR on a Tradi-
tional fixed rate Mortgage and a fixed rate HECM 
and shows the potential benefit of the non-recourse
nature of the reverse mortgage.
Now moving on to the second benefit, which is

more significant and easier to understand.
This next graph gives us the whole picture showing

us not just the cash at the end of the loan, but also the
benefit from not having to make a monthly payment
during the life of the loan.
The solid blue and red lines represent the present

Common Misperception continued from page 12
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Common Misperception continued on page 14

When comparing accumulated costs you need to 
examine the relationship between how much you 
are borrowing and the interest cost  associated with
borrowing that much money.
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value of monthly cash savings plus the present value
of any retained equity at each given point in time.
The cash saving on the HECM Fixed loan is equal to
the required monthly payment on the FHA Fixed loan
(In this specific case, $918.94).  This monthly amount
is usable disposable cash the Reverse Mortgage 
borrower retains while the Traditional Mortgage bor-
rower pays it to a lender.  So, if you have each loan for
15 years, the Traditional Mortgage borrower has 
paid a lender $918.94 each month,
while the Reverse Mortgage bor-
rower has retained that $918.94
each month. In cash, over the 15
years, the Reverse Mortgage bor-
rower has had use of a total of
$165,409.20 that the Traditional
Mortgage borrower has spent.  Of course, the value of
money changes over time. Today’s $100 is worth more
than the same $100 in ten years.  So some adjustment
needs to be made.  
At the end of 15 years, this home is worth $312,

560 based on the 1.5% annual appreciation.  
As we said, to this point, the Traditional Mortgage

holder has paid $165,409.20 towards interest and
principal. If they sell the home at this value, after pay-
ing off the mortgage balance and sales cost, they will
maintain $175,280. Calculating the present value
using the average CPI over the past 20 years of 3.6%,
this money is worth $103,090 today.
At this same point, the HECM Fixed Loan bor-

rower’s balance will have reached
the home value, so there will be
no retained equity left for the bor-
rower. However, with the HECM
Fixed loan the borrower had the
additional $918.94 a month or
$165,409.20 to spend for 15
years. Putting that monthly dis-
posable cash through the same
present value formula we can cal-
culate that those payments are
worth roughly $127,667 today.
So over the 15 year period of both

loans, the Reverse Mortgage borrower had over
$24,500 more in value than the Traditional Mortgage
borrower. 
These present value calculations would change

slightly if home value appreciation were different, so
it is certainly possible that the FHA Fixed loan could
have a higher present value during this same time 
period. But thus far I would conclude that these 
two cousins are very similarly matched when it 

comes to costs and benefits, with Reverse Mortgages
having a potential upside that a Traditional Mortgage
doesn’t have.  
In the next issue of Reverse MortgageMagazine, we

will look at the costs and benefits of a Home Equity
Line of Credit compared to a HECM Monthly
LIBOR.

Jeff Birdsell’s  experience with reverse mortgages began at the end of 1992
when he became an investment analyst for ULLICO, a Washington,
D.C. based insurance company. Since then, Jeff helped manage the 
creation of Financial Freedom Senior Funding Corporation for ULLICO
and worked at Mortgage Cadence, LLC as Vice President of Product
Management, Reverse Mortgage Services. Jeff was one of the original
Board Members and Secretary of NRMLA.

Common Misperception continued from page 13

...these two cousins are very similarly matched when
it comes to costs and benefits, with Reverse Mortgages
having a potential upside that a Traditional Mortgage
doesn’t have.
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AT A REcENT AARP-SPONSORED SEMINAR IN

Washington on caregiving that featured a lineup of
prominent speakers including novelist Walter Moseley
and “Passages” author Gail Sheehy discussing their
personal experiences caring for loved ones, among 
the hot button issues was compensation for family
members who must quit or take leave from their jobs
in order to provide long term care.  
Long term care, which is needed assistance with

everyday tasks such as getting out of bed, bathing and
dressing, is something most people do not want to
think about until they absolutely have to. As I pointed
out in a previous column, though a daunting two-
thirds of all American seniors need long term care at
some point, only 7 million Americans now carry long
term care insurance out of the 250 million who carry
health insurance.
The proposed CLASS Act, a part of the Affordable

Care Act passed by Congress, offered a creative ap-
proach to funding long term care as a new voluntary
social insurance program. Among the forward looking
aspects of this act was that a qualifying senior could
use the proceeds in any way they chose, including pay-
ing a child or relative for providing care. But when the
Congressional Budget Office scoring showed the
CLASS Act would save the country money for only
the first ten years, then cost it money thereafter, it was
pulled off the table by Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sibelius.  
So how might a senior who is more comfortable

with these fairly intimate tasks being performed by a
child or relative than a professional compensate them?  

One suggestion at the AARP event was permitting
the usage of funds from Health Savings Accounts.
The rules attached to HSAs since their creation in
2003, have forbidden using these tax-advantaged
funds for long term care. Though this is a good idea,
it would require legislation. And, as we all know, these
days there is always someone motivated to block any
new legislation.
But using reverse mortgages in this situation would

require no changes to the program at all. A borrower
can utilize the proceeds from a Home Equity Conver-
sion Mortgage (HECM)  in any way they so choose.
And so, paying an adult child a weekly salary to care
for you and compensate for the salary they are fore-
going is completely permissible.
A borrower could simply take their HECM pro-

ceeds in the form of a line of credit and write a check
against that line for any in-home care to whomever
provides it.
And here’s an interesting side benefit for our 

industry: promoting the usage of HECM funds to
compensate children who are caregivers can expand
the receptive reverse mortgage customer base.  Though
it may be becoming less common in a depressed 
economic climate, as we all know, one of the historical
objections among seniors who resist considering a 
reverse mortgage has been the reluctance to spend
their children’s inheritance. But by paying their 
children for providing long term care, a senior is pass-
ing on the inheritance—on an accelerated schedule
and at a time when it might even be more beneficial 
to their heirs.

Supporting your Caregivers By Marty Bell

Nest Egg

RM
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NRMLA in Review continued on page 19

2011 at NRMLA 
in Review

By Marty Bell

A Year of Goodbyes and Hellos

IT WAS A yEAR IN WHIcH THE HEcM SAvER GAINED

traction and the profile of the reverse mortgage bor-
rower began to shift.
It was a year in which we argued widely and success-

fully for the $625,500 loan limit to be continued and
the volume cap suspension to be extended once again.
It was a year in which counseling funding was

lost—and then found again.
It was a year in which the revised counseling pro-

tocol alerted many seniors to additional benefits.
It was a year in which tax and insurance defaults

were studied and addressed and many seniors in need
were put on a path towards mitigation.
Bank of America, Financial Freedom and Wells

Fargo left the industry while many other new mem-
bers joined NRMLA.
It was a year of new working relationships 

with Boston College’s Center for Retirement Research,
financial planners and the brand new Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau.
We gathered in Newport Beach in March where

we discussed  loan officer compensation changes and
a “Safe Landing” for seniors facing default. We gath-
ered in Washington, DC in May where Congressional
reps and committee staffers updated us and 25 mem-
bers visited their Senators’ and Congressman’s offices.
And we gathered en masse in Boston in October where
FHA commissioner Carol Galante, CFPB rep Patricia
McCoy and Senator Scott Brown all visited.
107 members from 43 compa-

nies gave their time to serve on
NRMLA committees. 17 members
became new CRMPs. And more
than 500 members attended the Annual Meeting even
in these rough economic times.

Internally at NRMLA, we changed The Monday
Report to The Weekly Report, implemented a new asso-
ciation management system, instituted CRMP testing
locally at Pearson testing centers, offered our first
NMLS credits at conferences, designed and presented
a new national messaging campaign to assure con-
sumers they can “Borrow with Confidence” from a
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NRMLA member and completely re-
designed and upgraded our consumer
website, reversemortgage.org, which is
now live.
Like all years, we guess, 2011 was

still another year of surprises and change.
We should all be accustomed to this by now. But amidst
that change, we believe the product and the delivery
of it have been improved.
Thank you to all of our members for your contri-

butions of time, wisdom and just plain roll-up-your-
sleeves hard work. Thank you Cheryl MacNally and
John Nixon for your guidance as chairs. And welcome
back Sarah Hulbert and Joe DeMarkey as our leaders
in the coming year.
Some additional highlights from 2011:

Strategic Relationships

• Partnered with the National Council on Aging on
Soft Landing Foreclosure Mitigation pilot project.

• Co-sponsored Reverse Mortgage Day in Texas with
Texas Mortgage Bankers Association.

• Testified before House Sub-Committee on Aging.

• Represented at conferences and meetings of Financial
Planners Association in San Diego, Mortgage Bankers 
Association in Chicago, National Association of 
Consumer Credit Administrators in Denver and 
Social Security Administration in Washington.

• Educational meetings about reverse mortgages with
the Brookings Institution, the Aspen Institute, the 
Employee Benefits Research Institute, AARP.

• Policy discussions at GNMA, FINRA, CSBS, 
Department of Health & Human Services and
Administration on Aging.

NRMLA in Review continued from page 18

Policy

• Limited Underwriting guidance coordinated and issued.

• Comments issued to Federal Trade Commission on banning
misrepresentation in advertising.

• Comments issued to HUD on correspondent approval.

• Comments issued to Federal Reserve Board on Qualified
Mortgage rule.

• Comments issued to federal regulators on Credit Risk
Retention rule.

• Comments offered to Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau on parity interim rule.

• Met with Elizabeth Warren and CFPB staff 
on reverse mortgage study required by 
Dodd/Frank bill.

• Participated in FHA tax and insurance 
default mitigation discussions.

• Met with J. Mark Iwry,  Special Assistant to Treasury Secretary 
Timothy Geithner and member of the White House Middle 
Class Task Force, to discuss role of reverse mortgages in 
retirement funding.

• Met with numerous Congresspersons and Senators to argue
for loan limit extension, counseling funding and other issues. 

• Participated in Neighborworks training of counselors to deal
with the tax and insurance default issue.

• Met with members of Massachusetts Legislature on face-to-face
counseling requirements of the Commonwealth’s reverse 
mortgage bill.

• Surveyed state Attorneys General offices, Departments of
Consumer Affairs, Offices of Elder Affairs and Divisions of
Banks to quantify complaints about reverse mortgages.

Media & Messaging 

• Published 52 Weekly Reports, 6 issues of Reverse Mortgage
Magazine, monthly press releases and Member Alerts when 
urgent issues arose.

• Continued War Room response to negative press.
(Please see accompanying story on page 20).

• Produced monthly complimentary webinars for members.

• Placed stories in New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
Washington Post, Kiplingers and many daily newspapers 
and magazines.

• Created monthly Life After 50 column for California
local newspapers.

• Published “At a Glance” summary report on Marttila
Strategies reverse mortgage research.

• Issued Pledge to America’s Seniors and Your Road Map to
a Reverse Mortgage as a part of the “Borrow with 
Confidence” campaign

• Designed new member brochure and media sales kit.

• Increased member participation on Facebook, LinkedIn
and Twitter.

Events

• Spring Conference in Newport Beach

• Policy Conference in Washington, DC

• Annual Meeting in Boston

• 3 Live Board meetings plus monthly Board Meeting
conference calls.

Elizabeth Warren

RM
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When the press takes aim at reverse mortgages, they’re
going to hear from us. Here’s a look inside our public
affairs response effort and at some of our responses.

IT’S FRUSTRATING TO PIck UP yOUR NEWSPAPER 

or turn on the local news and see a story misrepresent
the work you do every day. We all know that reverse
mortgages are a financial tool that help seniors stay in
their homes but we’ve also all seen the headlines,
“Problems with Reverse Mortgages,” “Experts warn of
potential pitfalls in reverse home mortgage,” “Why
Reverse Mortgage Delinquencies are Extensive,” or,
“2 Sentenced to Federal Prison for Reverse Mortgage
Fraud Scheme,” to name a few.
The reverse mortgage industry

has its critics and those critics make
their case to the media. These attacks
can lead to negative press coverage of
the topic, especially from general in-
terest reporters with limited understanding or knowl-
edge of reverse mortgage subject matter.  If you follow
the industry’s press coverage you may have noticed
some changes this year: fewer negative headlines, an
increase in accurate information, and more balanced
coverage. This turning of the tides is the result of tire-
less work by the National Reverse Mortgage Lenders
Association to monitor and respond to negative or in-
accurate coverage while seeking out opportunities to
educate the media on the industry.

I want to take you through the work NRMLA and
our team at Rasky Baerlein Strategic Communications
is doing on behalf of the industry.  Every morning we
identify all articles that mention reverse mortgages and
compile a daily report with full text articles, and send
the report to NRMLA executive board members.  The
daily report is used to identify pieces where misinfor-
mation and misperceptions may exist.  To put this in
perspective, on an average month we review hundreds
of articles, and of those we evaluate up to 15 stories
that might garner a response.  As a general rule, re-
sponding to problem stories quickly is advantageous,
as there is limited opportunity to influence a piece 
before it goes to print or to secure a quick correction.

We generally have four options in response to a story:
do nothing, talk to the reporter, send a letter to the
editor, or write an op-ed piece to be published in the
offending paper or news outlet. Very rarely will a re-
traction be published when dealing with the reverse
mortgage topic matter. But we’ve had our successes.
And even when a response is not published, the writer
and the editors are on notice that we are watching.
How NRMLA responds to a story depends on a num-
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NRMLA War Room continued on page 22

Inside the 
NRMLA War Room
By Larry Rasky, Chairman, Rasky Baerlein Strategic Communications

We all know that reverse mortgages are a financial
tool that help seniors stay in their homes but we’ve
also all seen the headlines.
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ber of factors. What is the tone of the piece? Is it ag-
gressively anti-reverse mortgage? What facts did the
reporter get wrong? Was the piece an attempt at fair
and balanced reporting that just got it wrong, or was
this a direct attack on the industry? Do we know the
reporter or the editor? Are we going to open ourselves
to further attack by responding?

Our Options
Do nothing. It is rare that we not respond to a nega-
tive piece. Those pieces where we choose to remain
silent are typically instances of local fraud or financial
abuse of seniors. In these cases, the National Associa-
tion risks inflaming or elevating the coverage beyond
a local level, which can result in more coverage locally
or more attention nationally.

Talk to the reporter. In most cases, reporters who
write stories with misinformation, misperceptions, or
lack industry perspective invite a call from our com-
munications team. Our team works on background
with the reporter to discuss the issues with the piece,
offer alternative perspectives, and works out a resolu-
tion for the piece.  Sometime we receive an update for
the online version, occasionally we convince the 
reporter that another piece is needed to readdress the
issues, but often we provide reporters with education
about reverse mortgages and schedule an interview
with Peter Bell. By working with reporters and edu-
cating them about reverse mortgages, we can often
avoid future inaccuracies in their reporting. But some-
times an article is too inflammatory and just gets it
completely wrong. In these cases we will either write
a letter to the editor or an op-ed.
Case in point, earlier this year, a Fox and Friends

television segment on reverse mortgages was replete
with incomplete, inaccurate, and old information.
Within two hours of airing, our team, in conjunction
with NRMLA, had identified all the problems with
the piece. We reached out to the reporter by mid-day
to point out these problems. The reporter was initially
unreceptive to our assertions, but over a number of
conversations, our team educated the reporter about

NRMLA War Room continued from page 21
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An open letter to the readers of PARADE:

In the October 25th issue of PARADE magazine, you may have read a column about
reverse mortgages which contained inaccuracies and painted a negative picture of this fi-
nancial option for seniors.

On behalf of the thousands of reverse mortgage lenders and the consumers using or considering the product, the National
Reverse Mortgage Lenders Association wants to make sure you have all the facts. 

Barney Frank, the chairman of the U.S. House Committee on Financial Services, said in a recent AARP interview on reverse
mortgages, “I’ve been a strong supporter of reverse mortgages. … [W]hen I became chairman of the committee, working
with AARP and people in the business, we improved [reverse mortgages], we expanded it, [and] we did some protections
against people being defrauded.” 

Because there has been so much misinformation in the public domain, we felt it important to set the record straight. By
definition, a reverse mortgage enables older homeowners, typically those over 62 years old, to convert part of the equity in
their homes into tax-free cash without having to sell the home, give up title, or take on a new monthly mortgage payment.
The reverse mortgage is aptly named because the payment stream is “reversed.” Instead of making monthly payments to a
lender, as with a regular mortgage, a lender makes payments to you.  

Reverse mortgage lenders go to great lengths to protect borrowers. Before a reverse mortgage application can be
processed, the prospective borrower must first meet with an independent counselor. The U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) oversees a network of counselors whose job is to review the transaction, answer questions, and
suggest alternative options.

If you are considering a reverse mortgage or would simply like to know more about them, the National Reverse Mortgage
Lenders Association Web site lists the names of qualified, credible lenders that can help you assess whether or not this is an
appropriate option.

The National Reverse Mortgage Lenders Association goes to great lengths to police its industry and root out any attempt
to defraud anyone. We have worked with the U.S. House Financial Services Committee to enact consumer safeguard laws
that protect consumers of reverse mortgages against fraud. It is our intention that this financial option be made available to
seniors who can leverage it for their quality of life and peace of mind….

NRMLA War Room continued from page 22
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NRMLA War Room continued on page 24

reverse mortgages and he agreed that a revised story
needed to air. We organized an interview between 
the reporter and Peter Bell, President of NRMLA, to 
further discuss reverse mortgages. Within a week, a
revised segment aired in a similar timeslot with the
help of NRMLA information. NRMLA and Peter Bell
were even mentioned in the story as an organization
viewers should look to for reliable information. Peter
has subsequently appeared as a featured guest on the
reporters radio show. A bad situation was turned into
a win for the reverse mortgage industry.

Submit a piece for publication. Infrequently, pieces
are so inflammatory or are so riddled with problems
that a letter to the editor or an op-ed submission is
warranted.  In these cases, the piece is crafted and re-
viewed by our team and NRMLA, and is submitted
for publication. Our team typically follows up with

editors to ensure the pieces run in the paper.  NRMLA
has an excellent track record for placing these pieces
on behalf of the reverse mortgage industry.
Numerous letters to the editor and op-eds have been

published this year. For example, the Charlotte Observer
published a story where a person was quoted comparing
reverse mortgages to subprime loans. In response, we
sent a strongly worded letter refuting these claims. In
another instance, a column critical of reverse mortgages
was published in the Napa Valley Register. Our team
negotiated for a column of equal length written by
Peter to be placed in the same space the week after.
NRMLA and Rasky Baerlein work together on be-

half of the membership to try to make sure the facts
are straight when the industry is on the record. Here
is a sampling of our responses over the past year or so:
The following are a variety of our responses to

publications that offered misinformation:
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Editorial for Napa Valley Register
When to Use Reverse Mortgages
By Peter Bell, President of the National Reverse 
Mortgage Lenders Association

A recent Napa Valley
Register column, “Retire-
ment Procrastination,” by
Tom and John Mills, sug-
gested that reverse mortgages only be used as a loan of last
resort. I believe this view is an outmoded perspective that
needs reevaluation. Reverse mortgage loans are an important
piece of the retirement financial toolbox, and should be consid-
ered as a viable tool to help seniors fund retirement in a variety
of scenarios.

Reverse Mortgages are available to seniors 62 years old and
over who have significant equity in their homes. They are de-
signed to enable elderly homeowners to borrow against the eq-
uity in their homes without having to make monthly payments
as is required with a traditional “forward” mortgage or home
equity loan. Under a reverse mortgage, funds are advanced to
the borrower and interest accrues, but the outstanding balance
is not due until the last borrower leaves the home, sells or
passes away. Borrowers may draw down funds as a lump sum
at loan origination, establish a line of credit or request fixed
monthly payments for as long as they continue to live in the home.

As our nation’s recession continues to demonstrate, it is
more important than ever to assess all of our options when it
comes to retirement—and reverse mortgages are most defi-
nitely an overlooked and underrated product.  Seniors tradition-
ally fund retirement by selling stock and bond holdings before
tapping into home equity.  Declines in home prices with con-
tinued growth in equity markets, however, has changed this
equation for many seniors.  A reverse mortgage can be used
to tap home equity first, as opposed to last.  This strategy gives
other asset classes, which are more likely to appreciate in the
near term, time to recover from historic losses.  This allows
seniors to access equity in their homes without having to sell
and relocate away from friends and family.

Reverse mortgages are also used to refinance an existing
forward mortgage, and allow borrowers to stay in the home
without the burden of a current loan payment. This helps bor-
rowers climb out from under a monthly mortgage payment,
freeing up money for other uses. Finally, reverse mortgages
can be used to purchase a new home that might be better
suited for a senior with mobility issues or in a superior location
using the HECM for Purchase program.

Indeed, reverse mortgage loans are an important piece of
the retirement financial toolbox , and should be considered as
a viable tool to help seniors fund longevity.

NRMLA War Room continued from page 23
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Since 2004, we have completed 
over 7500 transactions & insured 
over $1 Billion in mortgages.
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Letter to the Editor of Boston Herald Online

To the Editor:

The blog posted in the January 11 edition of the Boston Herald by real estate agent John Keith (“Low
and no down-payment mortgages still available”) incorrectly describes key features of reverse mortgages.

Specific examples: 

Mr. Keith characterizes reverse mortgages as “loans you get from a lender without
selling your home. The bank gives you 80-90% of the current value of your home 
in cash.”

A reverse mortgage is a loan for people over 62 years old against the equity they have
built up in their home. The proceeds made available is determined by the appraised value of
the home, borrower’s age and current interest rates. However, in no case does it even ap-
proach 80-90% of the current value of the home. All lenders are required to use a table pub-
lished by HUD that dictates the money available at every age and every interest rate. There
is a loan limit, currently $625,500.

Mr. Keith writes, “You promise they (the bank) get your home when you die, regardless
of its value.”

This is absolutely wrong. The bank does not get your house when you die. Unlike a tra-
ditional mortgage, there are no monthly payments of principal and interest on a reverse mort-
gage. The loan is due upon the house being vacated. The borrower who has moved out of
the home or the borrower’s heirs own the home and are responsible for paying back the loan.
They can pay it back from other assets or sell the house. If they sell the house and repay the
loan and there is equity remaining, it belongs to them. In no case does the borrower owe
more than the appraised value of the home. If value of the home does not cover the loan bal-
ance, the difference is covered by the FHA insurance fund.

Mr. Keith writes, “…The bank, of course, hoping either to make a profit on its (the
home’s) sale or on interest payments you make during your lifetime.”

More wrong information. The bank does not make money on the sale of the home; the
loan balance gets repaid.  And there are no interest payments. Interest accrues and is a part
of the loan balance upon repayment.

Mr. Keith concludes that reverse mortgages sound like, “just another hokey idea that
gives homeowners a bunch of cash with little asked in return.” 

I disagree and if Mr. Keith took the time to study reverse mortgages, I bet he would
too. Actually, the HECM program  (which is reverse mortgages insured and regulated by FHA
and now make up almost the entire market)  is a well conceived, highly regulated attempt to
creatively confront a critical societal issue—the shortage of sufficient retirement funding. 

I request that you please edit this blog post. I welcome the opportunity to work with the blogger to
ensure his posting on this important subject is accurate.

Sincerely,
Peter Bell 

NRMLA War Room continued from page 24

RM



THE REvERSE MORTGAGE INDUSTRy FRUSTRATION

over the bad press reverse mortgages get despite their
proven economic and social value is understandable.
What is puzzling is the industry’s obliviousness to
some very powerful weapons of public persuasion the
“enemy” gave it almost five years ago. 
But what are these amazingly awesome marketing

weapons, where are they located, and how could they
be used to gain hearts and minds for reverse mortgages?
Before we address these questions we must first figure

out, if we can, why reverse mortgages are often slammed
in the media. Recently, I asked some people that ques-
tion, and their answers fell into the following themes.

Customers are vulnerable.The presumed vulnerabil-
ity of older adults arouses the media’s natural bias to
side with the underdog in most fights. After all, in the
eyes of the media, reverse mortgage lending is a com-
mercial contest between powerful lending goliaths and
hapless borrowing davids. 
Oh, never mind that the federal government 

designs, insures, and polices the dominant reverse
mortgage products in the US market; never mind that
the product’s built-in consumer safeguards are unique
among mortgage-lending products anywhere in the
world; never mind that the product and the process
enjoy enviable levels of satisfaction among older adults
who have actually used them; and never mind that
among the world’s reverse mortgage products, the US
home equity conversion mortgage (HECM) is consid-
ered the gold standard.  
But all of that is irrelevant to the media’s interest

in fighting for underdogs, which is a very good bias
because sooner or later we may be the underdogs, and
we may need someone to fight for us.

Product complexity creates misunderstanding.While
there is better awareness of reverse mortgages today
than say 22 years ago when the industry was born with
HECM Standard as its foundation product, many in-
dustry people believe that much of what the public
knows about reverse mortgages is often wrong. On a
serious note, are reverse mortgages really that complex?
Aren’t they just home equity loans for 62-year-olds (and
older) without a monthly repayment requirement? 
The complexity line may be part of the story.

Complexity means the reverse-mortgage lending foxes
are out to trick the vulnerable borrowing chickens, so
they must be constantly watched. That is also a good
thing because it keeps wise lenders on their toes.
Didn’t the government give us the complexity?

Bad memories die hard. Every industry has its wild-
west days and the reverse mortgage industry is no ex-
ception. Some bad proprietary reverse-mortgage
products were created and sold to seniors in the 1980s
and 1990s. Many of the hapless borrowers were wid-
ows. Not only were the interest rates in some of the
products high by modern standards, they contained a
feature called ‘equity share’ (lender gets a piece of the
home-appreciation pie in return for giving borrower
more cash) that have since been yanked from reverse
mortgages in this country. So vile were the terms of

Reverse Matters continued on page 27

Know your Weapons I By Atare Agbamu
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check all powers. If you cannot accept this fact, if you
cannot conduct yourself as a responsible predator in a
way that undermines this unfair assumption, then you
are in the wrong business.

Reverse Matters continued from page 26

some of these loans that they
drew the ire of Ken Harney and
his famous column. Those were
the days when Fannie Mae owned
the industry. Fannie promptly
dropped ‘equity share’ from its
then HomeKeeper product, and
the industry followed. But bad
memories die hard in the media,
so today’s reverse mortgages must
bear the burden of reverse history.

Mistrust of all things mortgages
and bankers and loans is fash-
ionable. The marriage between
Main Street and Wall Street via
mortgages and securitization of
mortgages has always been an un-
easy union. Trust was never part
of the package; money is the glue.
So when Lehman Brothers went
up in flames and the economy
crashed and jobs vanished and
mortgages drowned, latent mis-
trust of all things mortgages and
bankers and loans took up resi-
dence on Main Street. And if you
want to sell newspapers or gather
eyeballs for Madison Avenue, you
had better reflect the biases of
Main Street in your news, and that
may be a good thing.

Lenders are presumed preda-
tors. Get use to it: If you are a
banker or a lender or both, you
are a presumed predator because you are in a position
of great power. For our commercial civilization to sur-
vive, our founding fathers decreed, all power must be
checked. And it is the sacred duty of the media to

 

RM

Author’s Note: Part II will appear in the next issue of Reverse MortgageMagazine. We will look at the other themes
from my informal survey as well as identify the amazing weapons of persuasion and how they can be effectively used
to win hearts and minds for reverse mortgages.
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Bay Docs, Inc.
Since 1994, Bay Docs’ core focus has been provid-

ing compliant reverse mortgage document packages.
We continue to be the only document preparation
company in the nation
dedicated solely to the
reverse mortgage indus-
try. In 2011 we expanded our services and introduced
Reverse ExpressTM a lightening fast LOS.  This sys-
tem is 100% online and provides a user friendly solu-
tion for calculations, required disclosures, application
and closing packages as well as several post-closing
functions.  Bay Docs is also integrated with nearly
every lender LOS available today. We have a highly
experienced and qualified staff providing our clients
with expertise in legal, compliance and technology. 
Discover what nearly 18 years of industry experi-

ence can do for you!
Call (888) 297-3627 for a free demo of our software … 
or check us out at www.baydocs.net
Contact:  Megen Lawler (415) 209-9424 or 
email mlawler@baydocs.net

cambridge credit counseling corp.
Cambridge Credit Counseling is a 501(c)(3) non-

profit housing and credit counseling agency, providing
financial education and a variety of counseling services
to individuals and fam-
ilies across the country.
Cambridge offers credit/
debt counseling, foreclosure intervention counseling,
reverse mortgage counseling, first-time homebuyer ed-
ucation, post-purchase, and rental assistance counsel-
ing. The agency’s counselors are nationally trained and
certified and have an average tenure of nearly a decade,
making them one of the most experienced, full-service
financial counseling agencies in the country. Cam-
bridge’s housing counseling services are approved by

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment, and their reverse mortgage counseling serv-
ices are approved by the Massachusetts Executive
Office of Elder Affairs. Cambridge is a member of the
Better Business Bureau and currently maintains an A+
rating. The agency has been an ISO 9000 certified
agency since 2001. Since their inception in 1996,
Cambridge has provided financial counseling to well
over 1 million consumers across the country.
www.cambridgecredit.org  | www.keepyourhome.us
Housing Counseling:
Phone: 1-800-757-1788
E-mail: housing@cambridgecredit.org

celink
Celink’s Reverse Mortgage

Servicing Mission is threefold.

We Lead — Ethics, integrity, and
unwavering core values direct all of our actions.

We Support —We support our clients through new
and often uncharted territory.

We Innovate —We explore and uncover new and
cost-effective ways to increase our value to our clients
and their borrowers.
We meet every industry challenge and every client

and borrower need with the confidence that comes
from knowing who we are and what we’re about. Your
reputation and your borrowers are safe with Celink.
Visit celink.com for a full Corporate Overview.
John LaRose, CEO: john@celink.com (517) 321-9002
Ryan LaRose, COO: ryan@celink.com (517) 321-5491

clearpoint credit counseling
ClearPoint Credit Counseling Solutions is one of

the nation’s largest 501(c)(3) nonprofit credit coun-
seling organizations, and has the third largest capacity

Who’s Who in Reverse Mortgages
Profiles of NRMLA Member Companies

Who’s Who continued on page 29
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for reverse mortgage counsel-
ing. We provide counseling
nationwide, and offer face-to-
face appointments in 17 mar-
kets. As a national HUD approved intermediary, we
follow all of the newest HUD requirements.
Phone: 866-786-9268
www.ClearPointCCS.org/ ReverseMortgage
Director of Housing: 
Martha.Viramontes@ClearPointCCS.org

James B. Nutter & company
Known as America’s First FHA Reverse Mortgage

Lender, James B. Nutter & Company is a national
mortgage banking firm licensed in 50 states, the Dis-
trict of Columbia
and the Common-
wealth of Puerto
Rico. Founded in 1951, the company’s headquarters
are located in Kansas City, Missouri where the firm
specializes in originating FHA, VA and Conventional
loans. In 1989, James B. Nutter & Company was
honored to close the first FHA HECM Reverse Mort-
gage in the nation for Ms. Marjorie Mason of Fairway,
Kansas.
www.jamesbnutter.com
Retail Division:
Chris Peters (800) 342-7334
Wholesale Division: Paul Madson (800) 798-3946

Lenders Reverse closings
Lenders Reverse Closing Services, LLC was created

in 2004 to exclusively deal with reverse mortgages. All
of our closers are specifically
trained on how to handle reverse
mortgage closings and possess the
skills necessary to work with re-
verse mortgage borrowers. Each closer understands the
intricacies of the reverse mortgage documents. We are
an affiliate of Title Alliance, LTD a company with
roots dating back to 1948 providing full title insurance

services. Since 2004, we have completed over 7500
transactions and insured over $1 Billion in mortgages.
Lenders Reverse utilizes an online software plat-

form providing online ordering; password protected
document repositories; 24/7 online access to files for
lenders and their customers; and a real time file status.
Lenders Reverse also offers 24/7 access to an instant
online rate quoter, providing pre-HUD information,
including title charges and recording fees, which are
all guaranteed by Lenders Reverse assuming that the
loan amount doesn’t change.
The Lenders Reverse staff can be contacted at 
866-857-9100 or online at www.lendersreverse.com.

For more information, contact:
Patti DeGennaro, President, pdegennaro@lendersreverse.com
Lori Burnisky, Manager, lburnisky@lendersreverse.com
Gregg Hill, National Sales Manager, ghill@lendersreverse.com

MetLife Bank
MetLife Bank N.A., a MetLife company, is a fed-

erally chartered bank offering deposit products and a
nationwide retail and wholesale provider of home 
financing. With a dedication
to responsible reverse mort-
gage lending, MetLife Bank is
committed to helping older Americans make the most
out of this important mortgage option. The Bank 
offers a wide range of federally-insured HECM loan
options, as well as skilled, straightforward guidance
that simplifies the loan process and helps customers
make informed decisions.
MetLife Bank is a member of the National Reverse

Mortgage Lenders Association (NRMLA), and we  
adhere to the highest ethical standards in the industry.
Career opportunities:
Call 1-866-951-4777 or visit www.metlifebank.com/careers
Wholesale division: Call 1-866-359-3817 or
email Mike Mooney at mmooney1@metlife.com
MetLife Bank, N.A. is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Mortgage financing provided by MetLife Home Loans, a division of
MetLife Bank, N.A., Equal Housing Lender. © 2010 METLIFE, INC.

R0511183309[exp0612][All States][DC]

Who’s Who continued from page 28
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Premiere Reverse closings
Premier Reverse Closings is a nationwide full-ser-

vice title and settlement company that focuses on
smooth closing of reverse mortgage loans.  PRC’s staff
has made their mark over
the past 15 years in the
reverse mortgage title
and settlement industry
by offering a consistent combination of professional-
ism, experience, diligence and customer care.  It is this
combination that has helped lenders and brokers 
successfully close over 140,000 reverse mortgage trans-
actions with our team.
At PRC you will find innovative customer service

resources, experienced Settlement Officers, knowl-
edgeable legal departments and Title Officers well
versed in reverse mortgage and backed by the strongest
group of underwriters in the industry. We process 
efficiently and effectively so that you can be rest 
assured that your transaction will close on time, be
handled with care and most importantly…we take
pride in what we do and it shows. 
Contact us at 800-542-4113
You can also find us on the web at www.PRClosings.com

Reverse Mortgage Solutions
Reverse Mortgage Solutions (RMS) is a premier

provider of hosted reverse mortgage loan servicing
software as well as the nation’s
leading authority on all aspects of
reverse mortgages — specializing
in reverse mortgage servicing and
sub-servicing. The RMS suite of reverse mortgage
technologies automates the entire reverse mortgage
life-cycle from loan origination to loan servicing to
Ginnie Mae HMBS issuance and master servicing.
The corporate objective is to continue to be a

dominant force in all aspects of reverse mortgage busi-
ness, as well as other mortgage and mortgage-related
specialty serving products. 
To learn more about RMS visit www.rmsnav.com

Reverse vision
ReverseVision is a leading technology company in the

reverse mortgage industry. 10,000 users in 1000 compa-
nies rely on ReverseVision to originate reverse mort-
gages. Loan officers
like the simplicity of
ReverseVision and
the powerful graphical representation of reverse mort-
gages. Lenders rely on ReverseVision for RESPA 
compliance and use ReverseVision’s reporting features
to manage their operation. ReverseVision is privately
owned and independent and focuses on reverse mort-
gages exclusively. The company is located in North
Carolina and employs a team of leading software 
engineers and reverse mortgage specialists with a com-
bined experience of over 50 years.
www.reversevision.com
(919) 834-0070
info@reversevision.com

UFG/Reverse it!
Urban Financial Group & Reverse it! offer a com-

plete line of products and services in the retail and
wholesale reverse mortgage industry, respectively.
Consistently ranked among
the top ten lenders in the
nation, Urban Financial
Group and Reverse it! have built their success using a
turn-key, streamlined approach for their clients to as-
sure all loans are closed accurately, quickly, and above
all — ethically. As a pioneer in the reverse mortgage
industry, Urban Financial Group also uses its strength,
experience, and proud NRMLA affiliation to lobby
for fair laws that protect seniors from abusive and
predatory practices. 
Visit us at www.reverseit.com
Career opportunities: Call 888-777-3311 or
email us: sandy@urbanfinancialgroup.com RM
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Rank Rank State Loans Issued y-o-y % Max. claim amounts Marketshare
change change

1 0 California 8,522 -5.3% $3,509,252,706 13.3%
2 0 Texas 5,624 -2.0% $908,096,313 8.8%
3 0 Florida 4,186 -25.3% $848,304,069 6.5%
4 0 New York 3,995 7.6% $1,449,855,008 6.2%
5 3 Pennsylvania 3,021 20.6% $537,191,073 4.7%
6 0 New Jersey 2,690 4.1% $803,983,132 4.2%
7 0 Virginia 2,452 -4.1% $575,505,592 3.8%
8 -3 Maryland 2,141 -21.6% $546,102,941 3.3%
9 5 North Carolina 1,682 21.7% $330,631,508 2.6%
10 -1 Illinois 1,680 -21.1% $320,949,601 2.6%
11 -1 Washington 1,568 -11.7% $454,269,911 2.5%
12 0 Puerto Rico 1,527 -5.4% $255,172,281 2.4%
13 -2 Georgia 1,501 -12.2% $272,727,067 2.3%
14 -1 Massachusetts 1,333 -7.6% $439,410,300 2.1%
15 1 Arizona 1,264 -7.5% $284,141,528 2.0%
16 3 Tennessee 1,249 18.2% $214,627,938 2.0%
17 0 Colorado 1,180 -1.0% $331,564,530 1.8%
18 -4 Oregon 1,149 -16.9% $291,277,870 1.8%
19 1 Louisiana 1,143 12.2% $189,133,250 1.8%
20 -2 South Carolina 1,125 5.3% $223,526,002 1.8%

The Nation’s 20 Largest HECM States
Below is a ranking of HECM activity by state from January 1, 2011, through November 30, 2011.

HECM Volume Trends
Two Year Trends Through November 2011

Source: Reverse Mortgage Insight (www.rminsight.net)

Source: Reverse Mortgage Insight (www.rminsight.net)
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The Nation’s Top 100 HECM Lenders
January - November 2011

Loans        y-o-y             Maximum    Market-
Lender                                              Issued    % change       claim Amts.*    share

1 Wells Fargo Bank NA 14,661 1.9% $3,840,890,847 22.9%

2 MetLife Bank 6,570 105.7% $1,708,702,226 10.3%

3 One Reverse Mortgage LLC 4,200 46.1% $707,917,500 6.6%

4 Bank of America NA Charlotte 3,469 -43.8% $941,059,563 5.4%

5 American Advisors Group 1,632 149.9% $307,868,251 2.6%

6 Urban Financial Group 1,530 -10.4% $258,014,368 2.4%

7 Generation Mortgage Company 1,392 16.3% $307,801,659 2.2%

8 Genworth Financial HM Equity 964 39.1% $220,189,357 1.5%

9 Reverse Mortgage USA Inc 866 -17.0% $127,903,828 1.4%

10 Security One Lending 815 52.3% $235,218,144 1.3%

11 New Day Financial LLC 689 30.5% $139,865,800 1.1%

12 The First National Bank Layton 686 336.9% $220,831,650 1.1%

13 Senior Mortgage Bankers Inc 544 2.8% $83,809,550 0.9%

14 M and T Bank 511 1.6% $91,597,440 0.8%

15 Net Equity Financial Inc 499 -27.2% $134,328,000 0.8%

16 iReverse Home Loans LLC 444 51.0% $109,306,093 0.7%

17 PNC Reverse Mortgage 437 8.4% $99,209,550 0.7%

18 Unknown TPO Lender 434 $126,544,450 0.7%

19 Great Oak Lending 428 -17.9% $94,568,800 0.7%

20 Money House Inc 419 -25.2% $70,474,300 0.7%

21 Suntrust Mortgage Inc 400 25.8% $81,927,610 0.6%

22 Royal United Mortgage LLC 356 85.4% $74,106,500 0.6%

23 All Financial Services 340 269.6% $41,832,180 0.5%

24 Equipoint Financial Network Inc 328 -19.8% $88,471,200 0.5%

25 Financial Freedom Acquisition 300 -68.2% $88,814,925 0.5%

26 Aspire Financial Inc 295 5.0% $44,381,150 0.5%

27 United Southwest Mortgage Corp 261 20.8% $90,017,682 0.4%

28 MAS Associates 240 -4.4% $55,314,335 0.4%

29 Primelending A Plains Capital 239 86.7% $57,757,800 0.4%

30 Mortgageshop 215 -5.7% $43,041,600 0.3%

31 Midcontinent Financial Center 212 -1.9% $50,330,314 0.3%

32 Senior American Funding 200 -28.3% $66,784,440 0.3%

33 Cherry Creek Mortgage Company Inc 192 54.8% $53,075,526 0.3%

34 Integrity 1st Mortgage 160 -37.7% $20,195,950 0.3%

35 Open Mortgage LLC 159 8.2% $53,450,750 0.2%

36 Reverse Mortgage Solutions Inc 143 4666.7% $28,151,450 0.2%

36 Trinity Reverse Mortgage 143 58.9% $63,736,000 0.2%

38 Nationwide Equities Corporation 136 28.3% $53,047,500 0.2%

39 GMFS LLC 135 -4.3% $24,309,500 0.2%

40 Network Funding LP 132 28.2% $27,325,670 0.2%

41 Sidus Financial LLC 130 11.1% $23,665,500 0.2%

42 American Pacific Mortgage 129 -4.4% $40,403,250 0.2%

43 Sun American Mortgage Co 126 20.0% $29,731,370 0.2%

44 Harvard Home Mortgage Inc 122 -34.8% $20,585,400 0.2%

44 Tripoint Mortgage Group 122 29.8% $60,361,000 0.2%

46 Associated Mortgage Bankers Inc 121 3933.3% $42,839,500 0.2%

47 M and I Marshall and Ilsley Bank 120 -31.0% $21,871,600 0.2%

47 Envoy Mortgage Ltd 120 -17.2% $25,033,890 0.2%

49 Home Savings of America 119 46.9% $31,584,400 0.2%

50 West Town Savings Bank 116 866.7% $24,190,300 0.2%

Loans        y-o-y             Maximum    Market-
Lender                                              Issued    % change       claim Amts.*    share

50 Montgomery Mortgage 116 -33.3% $18,787,670 0.2%

52 Academy Mortgage 108 -37.9% $28,142,500 0.2%

53 Webster Bank 107 -34.0% $26,335,000 0.2%

54 Primary Residential Mortgage Inc 104 -5.5% $23,627,600 0.2%

54 Vig Mortgage Corp 104 845.5% $18,781,500 0.2%

56 Priority Mortgage Group (Florida) 102 -54.1% $17,790,500 0.2%

57 Stay in Home Mortgage 97 -61.5% $19,668,640 0.2%

58 Metro Island Mortgage Inc 96 23.1% $17,225,300 0.2%

58 New Castle Mortgage 96 4.3% $16,922,278 0.2%

60 East Coast Capital Corp 95 -6.9% $39,081,500 0.1%

60 Fulton Bank National Association 95 21.8% $18,719,250 0.1%

62 Universal Lending Corporation 93 -17.7% $25,948,348 0.1%

62 Christensen Financial Inc 93 9.4% $19,266,400 0.1%

64 Approval First Home Loans 88 3.5% $25,870,500 0.1%

64 United Northern Mortgage Bankers 88 35.4% $35,121,900 0.1%

66 Brian A Cole & Associates Ltd 87 -63.1% $9,469,635 0.1%

67 Gateway Funding Diversified MT 86 -11.3% $21,905,400 0.1%

68 Aramco Mortgage 85 70.0% $39,240,400 0.1%

69 Allied Home Mortgage Corporation 84 $22,264,500 0.1%

70 The Senior Equity Group 83 40.7% $37,513,500 0.1%

71 Rockland Trust Co 82 -5.7% $24,726,000 0.1%

72 First Mariner Bank 81 -77.1% $19,617,020 0.1%

72 American Senior Lending 81 2.5% $14,049,400 0.1%

74 First Mortgage Corp/Health One 80 $26,674,500 0.1%

74 Liberty Street Financial Group 80 -9.1% $35,304,000 0.1%

76 High Tech Lending Inc 79 79.5% $27,088,200 0.1%

77 Amtec Funding Group 78 -47.3% $23,245,200 0.1%

77 Sterling Savings Bank 78 7700.0% $16,489,500 0.1%

77 Value Financial Mortgage Services 78 -31.0% $15,438,130 0.1%

80 James B Nutter and Company 75 25.0% $13,475,250 0.1%

81 American Nationwide Mortgage Co 74 -14.0% $16,810,600 0.1%

81 Axis Financial Group 74 111.4% $8,215,600 0.1%

83 Axia Financial LLC 73 563.6% $21,377,450 0.1%

83 Upstate Capital 73 -60.8% $14,578,600 0.1%

85 Sovereign Lending Group 72 100.0% $31,422,000 0.1%

86 Legacy Home Financing 69 97.1% $27,924,500 0.1%

87 Oceanfirst Bank 68 30.8% $14,047,500 0.1%

87 McGowin-King Mortgage 68 -19.0% $11,392,700 0.1%

89 America First Federal Credit Union 67 -1.5% $13,772,100 0.1%

89 Atlantic Bay Mortgage Group LL 67 28.8% $13,552,529 0.1%

89 Advanced Funding Solutions Inc 67 1.5% $27,189,500 0.1%

92 The Money Source Inc 66 $14,724,500 0.1%

92 AA Mortgage Group 66 -39.4% $11,901,000 0.1%

94 Urban Housing Mortgage & Realty 65 $8,290,500 0.1%

95 Guaranteed Home Mtg Co Inc 63 57.5% $25,283,900 0.1%

95 Pinnacle Capital Mortgage Corp 63 34.0% $17,702,650 0.1%

97 Accutrust Mortgage 62 37.8% $19,343,000 0.1%

98 Traditional Home Mortgage 61 -65.7% $16,593,800 0.1%

98 Southwest Funding LP 61 -35.8% $9,953,000 0.1%

100 Retirement Life Funding 60 5.3% $19,673,910 0.1%

* In millions     |     Source: Reverse Mortgage Insight (www.rminsight.net)
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C R E D I T   C O U N S E L I N G   S O L U T I O N S

www.ClearPointFS.org

Call 866-786-9268

HECM Counseling Certif icates 

      ...without the Headaches

Easy – Clients call a dedicated 1-800 number designed to 
quickly get them with a real person to schedule their appointment. 
We provide nationwide telephone counseling or face-to-face 
counseling in 17 markets, and can provide the counseling in English 
and Spanish and Tagalog.

Quick and Consistent!
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ReverseVision Suite is the leading reverse mortgage 
origination solution for mid to large sized organizations. 
It covers all aspects of the origination process from 
prospect to closing and shipping. 

Complete integration from origination to processing, underwriting, closing and shipping.
Highly scalable from small entities to enterprises with correspondents and branches.
Sales oriented graphical interface integrates directly with Microsoft Word and Outlook.
Direct interface or export for Celink, RMS, Fannie Mae, UBS, Goldman Sachs...
Business process driven workflow for best practices in the reverse mortgage industry.

Over the past 12 months more than 100 companies with over 2000 users 
switched to ReverseVision.

Enterprise
solutions

Graphs Workflow End-to-end
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shipping

Ease of use

Connectioins

Proprietary
loans

Automatic
update

Mobile

www.reversevision.com    (919) 834 0070    info@reversevision.com
ReverseVision Inc.    3310 Pollock Place    Raleigh, NC 27607-7006

Companies switching to ReverseVision 
experience an immediate increase in their 

productivity.
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